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And for this cause God shall send them
strong delusion, that they should believe a lie:
2 Thessalonians 2:11

an individual can
be free of mind control only, and in direct proportion, to the extent
that he or she is aware of and believes in its existence. If you,
valued reader, are one of the millions who believe brainwashing to
be a failed and abandoned form of COLD-WAR-era "Inquisitionism,"
a superpowers' cracked, scientific jousting rod from an
unscrupulous-but-bygone time, then you are most certainly one of
the technique's most advanced experimental subjects, and we
cannot help but stand in awe of you.
May the Dark Veil of Mystery Babylon be Lifted from Your Mind's Eye,

James Bradley & Brittany Ham
Co-Editors
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WHITEWALL
Dominy Clements
Black
Writhing
Pain

It is very dark, but the road ahead glows a lighter shade, reflecting
starlight. I am riding a bicycle through level, quasi-silent
countryside, drawn towards an unseen destination. The feeble
glimmer of my lamp is of little use: an impotent spurt of failing
yellow against an overwhelming mass of blackness. My eyes
however, are adjusting. Inside my head there is a pain like a bad
hangover and the hissing of a distant unidentifiable turmoil, but
beyond the borders of my being I sense familiarity in these
surroundings and allow myself to be embraced by fresh pure night.
This is a flat landscape, and a place whose character
resonates in my soul. It could be anywhere, but I know where I am.
I have just passed the untidy profile of some elderly elm trees, their
silhouettes sturdily defiant against the deep sky. Sounds of nature
seep into my consciousness, the breeze amongst roadside willows
and sporadic croaking complaints of nocturnal birds almost too
well known to register. Two kinds of distant low rumble vibrate
along with my ill-defined personal discomfort. There is the
motorway network; a gentle constant background noise which only
really emerges out of nocturnal stillness. This is punctuated by a
periodic monstrous roar and red glow against the horizon as hot
slag is ejected from a huge steelworks. It is many miles away and I
am facing the wrong direction to see the effect directly. I also seem
unwilling or unable to stop and turn, but I know it to be there – our
own local Hades.
I haven’t passed this way for more than thirty years,
but the very road beneath talks to me, its ticks and bumps as
familiar as the blemishes on a favourite old record. The wheels
hungrily absorb undulations over which I must have ridden a
thousand times. Here is that row of houses, originally built for
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Victorian railway workers. There lived a lad whose friendship I
only cultivated because he had a miniature snooker table. Just
behind his place there is a canal in which we swam during one last
hot summer of innocence before big school rivalries made us
hostile. Here is a bungalow whose occupants were always an
enigmatic mystery, and further along is the big ranch where they
spent too much money and ended up living in two rooms with a
breeze-block finish while the rest of the building flapped under
miserable plastic sheets, the grass in their acre of estate grew in
unsightly tufts, and the richly gravelled driveway sizzled in the
rain, sank under cold puddles, and eventually scattered adrift in the
same way as their dreams.
I stop on an open stretch of straight road, ears and eyes
absorbing the surrounding countryside. I can filter the experience
through the latent malaise within my sickly skull, my nostrils
filling with sweet moist air, fragrant with the sharp tang of
hawthorn hedges and the chill of gathering dew. I know what lies
ahead and I move forward slowly, savouring every barely visible
marker on my way. There will be that corner where, riding fast, I
leant forward too far and the boots slung around my neck caught in
the spokes of my front wheel. That neckline pain shoots back into
my consciousness as I recall the smash. For a long time I treasured
the corrugated imprint of hard road on the plastic of a Swiss Army
knife I’d had in my pocket like a heroic souvenir. A little further
and I will see the white of a farmhouse in front of which stands a
World War II relic. This consists of a grassy hillock which
camouflages an Anderson bomb shelter, the front and rear walls
showing sturdy brick rather than the more usual corrugated iron. I
remember going inside once: a darkly confined and characterless
space with a hardmud floor, depressed into dusty dips by animals
which used it as a cave against the elements. Why anyone had
thought this farmhouse might be the focus of enemy bombs was
beyond me, though my own village further on had lit decoy fires
and been hit on one occasion. We once dug up a big piece of bomb
shrapnel in the garden, all rusted pitting and curved blast lines. I

also knew where you could still see the overgrown remnants of a
crater to one side of the church path.
My mind stuffed with preoccupations and absorbed in
youthful reminiscence, it is a shock to see the looming shape of a
big new building in the field adjacent to that farmhouse. I know
this is where I have my appointment, at this huge anonymous block
whose blank lack of windows makes it look like one of those
dreadful sports centres. Until now, a sense of unreality had led me
to think I might be following the course of some overly symbolic
dream, but that hissing ache in my cranium always kept yanking
my thoughts back from reverie as effectively as sharp fish-hooks.
The atmosphere of my memories had lent themselves to an acute
feeling of place and time, and yet I now find myself struggling to
recollect through a resistant haze: an angry shielded void which is
holding some secret about what has led to my being where I am. A
sense of isolation, of movements played out in an enforced otherworldliness, reinforce this impression. I can find no answers within
myself, and worlds seem to be clashing both in memories and in
my perceptions of the environment. This meeting place and its
connection with a sudden sense of a distinct purpose have become
the focus of a new and heightening set of discomforting sensations.
Acting with an increasing sense of pre-ordained
inevitability, I dismount and lean my bicycle against the vast new
wall. As if it might be my last time in the open air, I stretch
backwards and look directly up. The top of the building forms a
shadowy second horizon against which the striking line of the
Milky Way plunges like a bold brushstroke through the ink of
infinity. Light pollution. Townies never see this. They don’t know
what they’re missing.
With a foreknowledge of the correct direction I feel my
way along the perimeter of the wall to the main door, which opens
as I approach. Overly-bright neon lighting spills out into the night
and hurts my retinas. I wince on entering, but the experience forces
further recollection: reluctant homecomings after rare late
expeditions: bonfire nights, long car journeys – my mind is still
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running on the giddy spice of long neglected nostalgia.
“Welcome back Mr. Clements.”
I have no words for a reply, but watch warily.
Welcome back? The figure before me has dark skin and a bald
head. The contrast between this and his white coat against the
pitiless lighting couldn’t be greater. He is a hazelnut with a
clipboard, and I don’t recognise him.
“Please, come through.”
Still with no idea why I am where I find myself, I
follow the figure’s encouraging gesture and the sweeping fabric of
his long jacket as he moves through a short corridor and plunges
through some transparent PVC strip curtain.
“Here is the main floor of our establishment. Don’t be
alarmed by what you are seeing. It’s not particularly pleasant I
know, but everything we do is in the name of genuine research and
I can promise you that no-one has been harmed; at least, not by
us...”
Other than the constant insects buzzing inside my skull
I hadn’t experienced problems with my hearing until now, but this
man’s voice is different. The words come to me in a kind of mush,
understood, but thick and distorted; immensely difficult to process
and comprehend. Numbed by neon, my eyes are being force-fed
with the overly-bright space we are entering. This reinforces the
impression of the exterior as a sports centre, the inside being a
chilly and featureless utilitarian square, its height much greater
than necessary. The walls seem to exude that pink hiss which has
been at the back of my mind from the start. It is like being inside a
sea-shell. With little else to divert the eye, a bizarre display over
the floor space is the focus of attention. Equally spaced but of
various lengths, narrow vertical columns are fixed over a wide
section of the chamber floor. Each is connected to a complex of
thin cables which run to a number of control centres beyond vision,
their vanishing-point perspective drawing my gaze reluctantly back
towards those mournful shapes which are mounted at the top of
each thin pillar.

The mind will always play tricks to defend itself. I find
myself noting that some of the mounts are empty, and likening
these to wind farms where there are always one or two sets of
rotors which stand still and idle for no apparent reason. I am
putting off allowing myself to acknowledge that the majority hold,
sealed in plastic, grim relics. Human heads: dead and disgusting.
The cavernous room whispers and hisses and rustles
with electricity and fans. In such a place it would be easy to hear
such sounds as the hoarse voices of unquiet souls in desperately
secretive debate. I notice that the eyes are taped open on several
specimens, and I sense my own features empathising with their
looks of surprise, or terror. My guide’s gelatinous voice oozes
towards me through a deepening aural fog.
“You’ll be wondering what this is all about I expect?
Let me try and explain.
“The exploration of the brain has progressed a great
deal in recent years, but most of what was done in the past has
been based on scanning techniques done from outside the skull.
This is all very well, but is the equivalent of looking at the universe
using optical telescopes positioned on the earth’s surface, rather
than using all that clever apparatus we have floating around in
space these days. Our technology is too invasive to be used on
living patients, which is why we’re using these specimens. The
body is discarded as it only gets in the way. We started on
surgically removed brains but found the complex connections to
the eyes and ears to be an essential element, and it is far better to
keep everything intact. The whole head is sealed from the air and
prevented from deteriorating as much as possible. There is always
a finite time we can keep each experiment going, but the results are
always recorded and will remain accessible for future generations.”
Fighting to concentrate, at least I don’t feel the need to
smile and nod politely. The voice seems to be becoming perversely
sibilant. Orbiting around the letter ‘S’, it is now coming at me
through heavy rain on flat forest leaves.
“So, you see these cables? Most of them are connected
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to sensory monitoring equipment, but the most important
connections go through these yellow conduits. We’ve developed a
filament which grows in an almost identical way to the mycelium
of a common fungus. These are single cells, thin enough to move
through neurones, seeking and following the brain’s pathways,
connecting and cross-communicating in similar ways to the
synapses of the brain. Such fungal growth is associated more
usually with decay, but in essence, while these filaments don’t
replace these cells, they can inhabit, replenish and re-activate all or
almost all of the brain’s pre-existing pathways. The only limitation
is how quickly we can start our procedure after death, and how
many cells have been permanently destroyed. See this one?”
My guide plugs a hand-held monitor into an access
panel underneath one of the transparent cases. This contains a
blackened monstrosity, a glimpse of teeth and the ragged domed
familiarity of a cranium the only points of recognition.
“This poor soul was left under water rather too long to
be much use, but even here there is still a glimmer. Look...”
The screen shows a distorted image which emerges and
dissolves in a repetitive cycle. It looks at first like an abstract
pattern, but becomes recognisable as blades of grass: a banal
mental imprint, but the surviving fragment of a person’s
consciousness nonetheless.
“We’ve been refining these techniques, and adapting
our sensor and monitoring equipment to catch up with the kinds of
signals we’re receiving. Each result, however small, adds to our
knowledge. Narrowing the bands of chemical and electrical
responses means we can now seek out, isolate, and stimulate
individual memories. It’s been an immensely complex task, but our
greatest successes have provided some quite extended narratives.”
We have been walking towards one side of the
chamber, and I am now allowed a glimpse into a monitor room.
Dozens of screens flicker, some showing repetitious cycles similar
to that of the patch of grass I had seen before. Some show no
image but quiver in a permanent state of dim expectation, and

others pulse and flow like an aurora borealis. The most active
screens spill over with a kaleidoscopic confusion of movement and
images, often too swift to interpret, but occasionally showing
glimpses of irrefutably recognisable structures: a car, buildings,
distorted faces.
“Now, come over here.”
Through my mental pallor I sense this strange visit is
about to enter a new, critical phase. Following in the slow wake of
the man in the white coat, I become aware of three mounted heads
positioned in front of all the others. These are placed away from
the main section, close to and facing towards the blank white
surface of the wall. I don’t want to go anywhere near them, but we
press on, our movement meeting the rhythm and inevitability of a
clock’s hands turning towards mortality.
“In just the last few days we have made something of a
quantum leap. One of our aims has of course been to try and
achieve awareness in our samples, to go beyond recorded memory
into a threshold of consciousness. We’ve made some startling
progress, but are never quite sure if what we are achieving is real
responsiveness, or some kind of in-between state; you know, like
an out-of-body experience. We can however bring the experiment
full circle however, and monitor brain-cell activity using more
conventional scan results. This way we can see if certain
recognition fields are activated.”
His words maintain a relaxed nonchalance, but I can
tell he is deliberately trying not to lead me. Even through a rising
tide of nauseous, noisy hash I sense a catch in his voice, as if some
kind of Holy Grail is all too close to hand.
“Now, have a good look at this row of faces.
SSSSee anyone you
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recognissssssss

sssssssssssss....?”

Black
Writhing
Pain

I can taste rubber and salt between my teeth. The sun moves
through the water around me, warming my back and turning the
shells and anemones beneath me into sparkling jewels as the mist
clears on the glass of my mask. I am snorkelling through warm,
gently undulating seawater. I could be somewhere exotic but I
know where I am; the only false notes to this childhood scene
being an awareness that I have to leave the water soon, a pain
somewhere like a bad hangover, and the hissing of a distant,
unidentifiable turmoil...

ON DON QUIXOTE
Cara Levine
His name is the Knight of the Sorrowful Face,
and he rides Rocinante
in search of adventure
He winds along the Spanish landscape
with his horse and squire and donkey.
Winds himself within tales of Knights errant,
saving maidens and liberating the oppressed
He professes his love to the fairest woman in the land.
While he rides, a story is written in his wake
of each trial and tribulation
THEN
THE AUTHOR ENTERS THE TEXT
AND THE PROTAGONIST LEARNS OF HIS NATURE
AS CHARACTER
AND
this creates no crisis for our Knight
(whats to say for the author)
But how?
How can he keep riding?
Professing?
Adventuring?
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Whose in charge of the story I so admire?
I nearly bump into a woman of my similar height
and build
and quickly excuse myself, looking down,
and realize
I’m apologizing to my reflection
as I pass a mirror

IMPORTANT DOUBLINGS
Cara Levine
The idea: Something’s missing
Groucho Marx walking through the mirror, becoming his mirror
self in Duck Soup
My twin brother, as my double (of sorts), Jacob Caplan Levine

My own self is in front of me, watching me.
BUMPING INTO ME

Mimicry

Is this what it is like to be Don Quixote?
Running, lance in hand,
full speed ahead
into the brilliant and vast
glass in front of him?

Shadow

Or is that Cervantes on the
other side of that glass
pulling the curtain from the stage
and asking us not to see giants in the windmills

A magic wand is a stick

Rather, to come off our horse
who by now, is so sadly beaten
by our naïve folly

Sound to form

Will they fight?
Who will land flat with a clunk?

Worker ants

The Incan Cross
Prisms/kaleidoscope

Translation: sound dubbing, one language interpreted through
another, stenography, the sign-translator

Migration, pattern, path, leader and follower, wake

Cell Division
My knight,
barreling towards the edge of story
and life,
slips seamlessly through
to another dimension
16

Cloning
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Dosteyevsky, Double
“‘Only in it, is art’s mimetic character preserved, and its truth is
the critique that, by its sheer existence, it levels at a rationality
that has become absolute.’...Art’s truth depends on the tricks by
which it raises dead enchantments. These tricks are open secrets
which allow us to recognize the nullity of modern culture, and to
come to terms with the fact that our artistic literary heritage, for all
its power permits the exposure for those other, newer magics of an
economically divided society.”
Rachel Whiteread

PHANTOM
Cara Levine
There is a man missing a leg
when he is held by another man,
one with two legs,
he can walk
His hips rock forward and back
his shoulders mimic the gait
nothing is missing
He feels his foot touch the earth

Prostheses
Miscomprehensions: grey today --> great day

Heal to toe
Heal to toe

The therapist repeating back to you what you’ve just said
Chirality: “The term chiral in general is used to describe an object
that is not superposable on its mirror image.”
Listening to one’s voice over again
Art
The seven basic plots
History repeating
A drum beat
Rorschach
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UNTITLED
Jared Schickling
Greetings,
if my tone sounded callous in describing that squirrel’s ordeal
there’s difficulty speaking of it. Fact is
plain horrible. The condition of this squirrel
was still alive was absurd
domesticates
have mangled raccoons, rabbits, ducks, children, bugs
cats, mice, birds, which sometimes require swift
lethal mercy, sweet boot
at this point, distance and irony present
only genuine ways of looking at them
Do you run shelter out of your home? Or do you take animals in
more informally?
“proximity”—pretty basic idea that says you care most
when it’s closest
less and less when
farther and farther away of course, it seems important
to distinguish factual
proximity from perceived
proximity of
whatever might have been, this being the question
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a refusal to acknowledge
the dire prognosis
science had for the planet and the species
might be something that is
the symptomatic of
where we are in the human story. To explain

NEWS this confronted the
awareness that this plagues
the key idea, of course
“400 ppm”

begs digression. Anthropologically
everywhere I am
has been
at rock bottom
marked by
transformation of is

in the life of an insect: what
has been done
to its environment the

it seems

HUMAN projects—enculturate
and use
the word
was an earthquake, a storm, letting the crops grow
deity of crafts, mischief; seawater lakewater intelligence
creation; sheep with massive sets of
children, spun through ma
on a potter’s wheel, all things made of her
his ka
return to the watery soup. It is true that different mindsets
govern different kinds of practices, some more sustainable than
others indigenous
stories
northern prairie
“the universal cannibalism of the sea”
of a daughter’s abduction
by the injured deity
but her rescue
a dance
brings the herds back to life was
performed as herds funneled over cliffs
(an efficient method) once they’d harvested
what horses could pull and not the rest
there to rot. This was sustainable with stone tools.

saddest legacy it can’t imagine. No
hyperbole
here; I
might as well feed an exhaust pipe
in through my daughter’s window and make sure
her inhaler is ready for the morning.
But then, (terrible) what? “participatory action as
a united front”
to keep homo from breaching
twice its last threshold, “4 degrees”
delineated in its World Bank report
but my second thought is thoroughly pessimistic—the critical
self-reflection, education ( self administered
or not,) the cultivation of empathy over and above morality and
faith
all of what would be
necessary
too much
for the “united front”
altering the social
the economic
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the place

to appear
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capable

turn
organizations resource
extraction processing
brand postindustrial
desire
the states that drive global warming personally
to taking the approach of consume as little as possible “as

Warmly,

possible ” being the choice, as, I’m typing this on a fancy computer
right now I
hate, my absolutes; if there’s a way to partake of certain fruits
of civilization (always barbaric underneath) without crossing in
to consume culture, even ruining it, as far as I can say, my
consumerism was
the roots of an inability and refusal
therefore, consumerism, as such, seemed a mindset first
and a behavior second (which
raised strange situations protecting aesthetic priorities in writing),
and just so I return to pessimism
the chances of preventing an immediately experienced,
mass-scale environmental
catastrophe . Apologies
end on a sour note.
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MONARCH
Brittany Ham
In instances involving trauma, the brain abdicates portions of itself
so the majority of its neural networks can continue operating at
regular conscious and subconscious levels. When the mind
attempts to process the unimaginable, it compartmentalizes its
capability to synthesize information. These exiled quadrants are
marked with their point of origin and buried beneath an avalanche
of repressed experiences. The butterfly’s wings are two
hemispheres linked to a black body that’s built out of a larger
design, connecting the segmented portions into a microscopic
mosaic of highly delicate scales, or cells, that allow for
programmed flight. We all have seen what happens to their wings
once touched by human hands and we have all wiped this very fine
and finite dust off our fingers in regret.
Veins run their course between two islands sharing one
wingspan. During abusive experiences (whether physical,
psychological or ontological), the mind elects a Eurydice, or
several, to assume the role of the master and slave symbiosis.
These treatments cause the psyche to deconstruct its environment
in a cat and mouse game of fear that plays into the master’s hand in
priming the subject for absolute submission. Flight patterns and
brain waves have similar readouts. Victims will often say “ I didn’t
think to think” when recalling past traumas resurrected from their
disassociation, and what they are, in reality, referring to is the
unknown, the spiritual mysteries that, more often that not, coalesce
in sinister phenomena most commonly found in instances
involving ritual abuse. In these cases metaphysical injury is
utilized to overwhelm and collapse the victim’s conception of not
only evil, but space and time as well.
The butterfly assumes its flight without recognizing
itself from the colony. Gradually the days reach the trigger ratio of
sunlight to moonlight and the mind is drawn to caves hollowed by
discontinuity. Each hiding place sacrifices the mind’s reservoir
26

until it surrenders to its programming and loses its original wave
pattern, like a tributary slipping off into the ocean. At the expense
of the human will the subject entirely trusts its handler who is both
a torturous daemon and an angel of light. It is imperative to note
that these two aspects are contained in separate regions of the brain
and are wholly alien to one another. The individual who has
succumbed to this type of control is unable to access these recessed
portions, much less recall sensory perceptions imprinted while
under the desired, disassociated state. Crossing over to different
states, or personalities, makes it all the more impossible for the
victim to recognize its own fractured mind. The monarch’s wings
are a trophy to its metamorphosis and the beauty of its articulated
flutter makes it all the more alluring.
The complexities of the Monarch remain unknown to
all but a select few who have undergone treatment, worked as a
researcher or, most commonly, participated in both. This is perhaps
the one gray area in a highly dualistic warfare on the mind.
Programming capitalizes on the brain’s survival instinct, which is
what leads it to gradually forsake its unity, break down and
transform into the esoteric plaything of the powers that be. The
Monarch wanders aimlessly through a programmed path inscribed
by another fracture in the subjective landscape. It steadies itself in
the air not knowing where it is going or where it has been. It is a
highly elaborate, delicate dance with a cross breeze that echoes in
the other alters at rest.
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CHEMTRAILS
j/j hastain

DEAR UNIVERSITY OFFICE OF
RISK MANAGEMENT (II)
Noel Sloboda

It is not possible to know what is pouring out of the backs of jets.
We are either within the jets, reading our magazine, swatting at our
child or we are below the jets, on ground, looking up while holding
our child’s hand and pointing. It is only the air that knows what is
being released from the back of a jet, and it is only the air that can
verify what damage is being done due to that release.
Is our weather being manipulated by the government, salt and
silver iodide being mixed with atmosphere to induce more rain?
Are harmful chemicals being poured over our backyards from so
far above us that the source that pours, remains anonymous to us?
Are doppelgangers being brewed in the space above our heads?
Evaporating tungsten leads us to face the other end of a light bulb.
The hand that holds the light within the house must hold with care
or the gummy gem will weep, secrete. If secretion occurs the
surrogate will bleed. There will be nothing left to do but stare at it,
stare out the window.
Seen through glass, a large sandstone head sits on a lawn. The head
is drenched in the morning light and air. The head does not
indicate whether or not this figure would be male or female if it
had a body. You can’t tell the sex of a shape by staring at a head.
There is the sense that the water moving over the head is not
recycled. It is stuck somehow: liquid repeat in replete, the
threatening and epicene center of a prospect, a scene.
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I thought you should know about a disturbing talk recently
delivered on campus. Last week, Dr. I***, professor of Romance
Languages at U*** University, presented a paper about the
authorship of Shakespeare’s plays. According to I***, the true
identity of the playwright was almost certainly a vampire (possibly
Italian in origin), born hundreds of years before Elizabeth took the
throne of England. This fact accounts for the depth of experience
and breadth of erudition displayed in the plays, as well as their
recurring interest in exile. I*** pointed to “the lost years,” when,
she suggested, the identity of the historical William Shakespeare
could easily have been assumed by a vampire. Underpinning the
argument was the later protracted stay of the undead author in
London, away from his hometown of Stratford, where an imposter
would easily have been identified. It seems certain that this
vampire would have needed conspirators to support his charade—
Renfields, if you will. Chief among those in on the deception:
Anne Hathaway, wife of the real Shakespeare, left in the will of
Will (a terrible pun I*** had no qualms about deploying) his
“second best bed,” a fact that hints he might not have been her real
husband.
Can you imagine helping a vampire? My father always insisted
that used car salesmen were vampires—yet he continued to do
business with them. His cars inevitably broke down, leaving him
stranded on roadsides or stuck in parking lots far from home. As
such, I do not own an automobile, instead relying on public
transportation. The bus ride to and from campus each day is
pleasant enough, affording me numerous opportunities to reflect
upon my work: a book-length study on monstrosity, which,
Derrida posits, permits us to understand conventions by
transgressing them. As for I***, I do not know how she arrived at
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or departed from our school. However, I cannot help but worry
about the fallout of her talk among students interested in careers in
the arts.

DEAR UNIVERSITY OFFICE OF
RISK MANAGEMENT (IV)
Noel Sloboda

Sincerely,

Thank you for installing cameras in my Philosophy and Culture
classroom. I have harbored suspicions about what has been going
on in the back rows since the start of the semester. Despite my
repeated protests, several students there continue to eat while I
lecture, and I think last week somebody had a phone out! Your
cameras will help me to identify the offenders, and I trust you will
support me in seeking sanctions against them. If you would just let
me know how to access footage captured from my classes, I would
be most appreciative. Your support will help make the campus
environment a safe and positive one for learning.

Dr. Noel Sloboda
Researcher in the Humanities

Sincerely,
Dr. Noel Sloboda
Researcher in the Humanities
PS: You might think about angling the cameras away from my
lectern. While not vain, I am worried about pounds added by the
lens. This concern has begun to distract me from my work: a booklength study on monstrosity, which, Derrida posits, permits us to
understand conventions by transgressing them.
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DEAR UNIVERSITY OFFICE OF
RISK MANAGEMENT (VI)
Noel Sloboda
Please be advised that somebody posing as a faculty member
recently attempted to access my office. Yesterday morning, I
arrived on campus to find a tweed-clad, pipe-smoking individual
pacing the hallway before my office. Naturally, I asked if I could
be of assistance. He answered that I could do so only if I was Dr.
Sloboda, who was supposed to have vacated this space now
assigned to him: Dr. S***, visiting professor of Professional and
Interpersonal Communication. I decided circumspection best since
the man seemed unstable, and I sadly explained that I was not Dr.
Sloboda; nor did I expect to see him any time soon. I
recommended that this fellow withdraw until a later date, perhaps
some other semester. He merely snorted, turned his back on me,
and started to jiggle my doorknob. As if a real professor would
behave in such a manner! The stranger did not say anything else
but continued to work the door. So I decided to remove myself
from this uncomfortable situation. The result was a wasted day
during which I camped out in the cafeteria, unable to access my
books and papers, enjoying the limited consolation of four
different flavors of Jell-O. I hope that you will take immediate
steps to bar this interloper from campus, to ensure I can freely
enter my office. If this situation persists, it might impede my work:
a book-length study on monstrosity, which, Derrida posits, permits
us to understand conventions by transgressing them.
Sincerely,
Dr. Noel Sloboda
Researcher in the Humanities
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ARTIST STATEMENT #170
James Bradley
"Thirteenth Rule. To be right in everything, we ought always to hold that the
white which I see, is black, if the Hierarchical Church so decides it"
-Saint Ignatius Loyola,
The Spiritual Exercises

The numbers do not free-associate; the popular consensus is not an
artifact to be picked up and inspected from all sides like the
Cubists were always doing with every intangible thing that intersected their cross-eyed and meandering individualist paths; the
favored platform for the functioning of the conscious mind is not
the subject's reflected image in the glass storefront of some
Catholic cathedral's adjacent gift shop. This is not Europe, and we
are not Jesuits.

In forgoing the standard institutional accoutrement of padded walls
broken only by one tiny window focusing a single beam of sunlight forced to split itself between twin retinas, which in turn is
further divided more-or-less equally among the dozens and dozens
of occupants who share this cramped and inadequate body within
the room, it has to be assumed that any fear that we may dash our
brains upon the rock-solid walls does not enter into our overseers'
list of concerns for us. In other words they don't think we'd do it.
Unfortunately for them we are Legion, not Jesuits.

The Cubists walked around themselves to find themselves, and to
find that they were, perhaps unsurprisingly, somewhat other than
whom they suspected themselves to be, and this just a few short
years before the Astrophysicists told us that time was, astonishingly, not an abstract conceptualization of the human mind, but in
fact the very real fourth dimension of space. Who among us, naked
without the tools of Hubble and the equations of Einstein, could
possibly hope to tell the difference? We in this concrete room (we
are Legion) understand only too well the ramifications of this line
of inquiry. We in this controlled projectionist's fantasy—syphilitic
women with no biological barriers separating us and what lies
beneath the African masks—still restrain the lusts of having it all,
all at once, even where matter and energy collide to form separate
localized "events" without causal connectivity like framed snapshots from a continuous-roving-eye-camera that is always recording. This concept of the fourth dimension itself is the problem, as it
turns out, but for us there is no problem, as we are not Jesuits.
They prepared the room neither black nor white, but grey and cold.
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ARTIST STATEMENT #172
James Bradley

coming from the far side of the moonbeam painted lake.

Ub Iwerks fell at the feet of the Great Genie brandishing the
doomsday holly reed, trapped in a bottle for thousands of years and
then finally released by Ub's gentle brush strokes upon the bottle's
gilded globe. Ub, in his day, became known as a master of the
subtle art of misdirection. Years later, when Walt's hard-earned
lakeside employee retreat (organized by the benevolent "UncleKing" in response to the unprecedented critical and commercial
success of Snow White and the Seven Dwarves) degenerated into
shameless debauchery and downright orgy, with the female
secretaries, inkers and painters of celluloid making several merry
rounds through the young male animators' tents in a single night
and not even bothering to re-cover themselves between each tryst,
Ub's triumphant grimace could clearly be discerned in the face of
the full moon looking down upon that lake of lost innocence.

"The Genie isn't real. It's just a metaphor," sneers Ub bitterly as he
fans sheets of drawings back and forth upon his desktop, creating
the illusion of the movement of giant herds of stampeding ostriches
across the papers' white faces. "They try to tell you s**t like that
all the time. I swear, this entire town wears mouse ears!"

One young artist recalled an argument he'd had in the studios
months before with a fellow animator regarding the precise movement of a particular part of the female anatomy, and how he had,
surprising even himself, cavalierly halted a passing ink girl in her
tracks to pull down her blouse, expose the body part in question,
and bounce it in his hand, exclaiming with pride, "See, that's how
they move!" This in the midst of the final, exhausting push to bring
the technicolor masterpiece to completion in which seven-day
'round-the-clock work weeks had become the dismal norm. In his
mind the orgy began at that moment, the terrified twenty-year-old's
flushed breast resting heavy upon his clammy palm, as meanwhile
upon a nearby storyboard the Wicked Queen gazed into an
enchanted mirror making unreasonable demands on the apparition
of Walt's superego. Walt, on the other hand, ever the puritanical
dictator ruled, in turn, by his own sacrosanct intuition, knew in his
heart that Ub was to blame from the moment he heard the first
girlish squeal melded with the relaxing lapping of the gentle waves
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UNTITLED #1
Renny Pritikin

UNTITLED #2
Renny Pritikin

That shadow that
goes up in smoke

From my reef–
a disputed island—
I hear angels sing
and want a medal.
(chorus whispers:
“I feel manhandled on the road”)
The fleet on the horizon
masquerades as Manhattan.
Burma or Zanzibar
it’s all Dixie.
(This passage is slightly French:
A brunette in a tavern
on Earth.)
Once in a lifetime
lucky pajamas
poured like a martini
over a stiff moon.

inside a wh(a)le inside a dr(a)gon
best man has three hearts:
the judge, the greatest mother and
the cage lady
three wives write the same letter:
under cover, under April showers
there is a havoc of crying
He shifted his Panama hat
substituted words for music
as though there were a gold rush
for everything the groom had
It’s dangerous
everything
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UNTITLED #5
Renny Pritikin
Men in the escape aisle
from darkness itself.
The moon—
a form of Texas
but bigger—
turns back
in its tracks
to the best years.
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DOCUMENTS:
THE SOMETHING

TRANSMUTATION
Nicola Buffa
Transmutation- A process by which matter is changeformed into
another.
Onto, into, becoming, transformation
Self Reflexive – Self Generative –
Renewable – Zero Point EnergyAs a bi-product of our transmutative states we Transport. Portal.
Transportation. Time traveling is possible and happening at this
time for us. Gateways are open; collapsing portals into a 5D plane
– A break in the veil - reveal now to us as we are seeing. Our
postapocalypic future is now. Our Future Comes Onto Us Now.
Telecommunication vs Telepathy. (deny) BRAINSINTANKS!
ENGAGE in Multi Perspectival
5D
FifthDimensionConciousness
EverythingIsHappening
AllatOnce
AlltheTime

enhanced energetic
transmutation).
Orgonites will be most
effectively used in this
case, nearby to, or in
conjunction with electronic, or electric devices
in frequency or quantity
usage zones.
2.) Energetic Healing
Device. Metaphysic properties of the specific crystals may be
imbued in the Orgonites.
X.) Copper Wire Antennae, Conducive Coils, et al., Experiments
in generative energetic transformations at happenings. Can we be
Self-Reflexively a source of energy by our own participatory
activity, presence, engagement. TORUS is renewable model.
The Orgonites are made as tokens & talismins of Kindness and
Energetic Healing.

ORGONITES:
Each Orgonite (object) is a balanced mixture of metal elements
(metallic, magnetic, conducive) and crystals (<1 terminated, >10
specimens chosen by metaphysic properties, and arranged so as to
have the terminated point __[^]__), Encased-in and underpressure-of a PolyResin Fill.
Functions: 1.) Energetic Filtering device, makes use of the metallic
attractant component to wick negative ionic charges to itself,
wherein the divine structures of the crystals transmute the charge
(re-ionize the charges positive, and making use of the PolyResin
Fill underpressure, project back an effervescent source of natural
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FOUR TOPOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES
Raphael Noz

[See center spread pp. 28-29 -Eds.]
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CONTRIBUTORS' NOTES
James Bradley is an artist & writer living in San Francisco. His
work has been exhibited at the Berkeley Art Museum & Pacific
Film Archive (CA), Greenpoint Gallery (Brooklyn, NY), Robert
Berman Gallery (Santa Monica, CA), and elsewhere. His poetry
has appeared in many online and print publications, and his prosepoetry chapbook Mirrors of Azazel was published by Hexagon
Press in 2014.
Nicola N. Buffa. 29, Educated at University of California Santa
Cruz, and California College of the Arts (and Crafts), is now living
and working in San Francisco, California. Her current artistic
interests occupy Fifth Dimension consciousness; going into the
future, she hopes to exercise the property of transformation
expressly.
Dominy Clements trained as a musician and continues work as a
freelance performer and composer, currently working on libretto
and music for a second opera planned for production in 2016. He
also works as a translator and writer, and as career development
officer at the Royal Conservatoire in The Hague.
Brittany Ham is a writer living in San Francisco.
j/j hastain is the inventor of The Mystical Sentence Projects and is
author of several cross-genre books including the trans-genre book
libertine monk (Scrambler Press), The Non-Novels (forthcoming,
Spuyten Duyvil) and The Xyr Trilogy: a Metaphysical Romance of
Experimental Realisms. j/j’s writing has most recently appeared in
Caketrain, Trickhouse, The Collagist, Housefire, Bombay Gin,
Aufgabe and Tarpaulin Sky.
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Cara Levine is an artist living in Oakland California. She is
currently on residence at the Anderson Ranch Center for Art in
Colorado. She teaches at Creative Growth Art Center and is a
recent Teaching Fellow at California College of the Arts in
Oakland, CA. She lives with her dog and collaborator, Pigeon.
Raphael Noz grew up skateboarding in Venice Beach and
Downtown Los Angeles in the 1960's and 70's. He has lived in
Spokane Washington, Florence Italy, Provincetown Massachusetts,
Berlin Germany, but calls San Francisco home. He has degrees in
English Literature, Early Childhood Development, and Fine Arts.
Noz has shown his artwork at the San Diego Museum of Art,
Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, Berkeley Art Museum, and at
various galleries in California, Massachusetts and New York.

He is an editor at Delete Press, eccolinguistics, and
Reconfigurations: A Journal for Poetics and Poetry / Literature
and Culture. He lives in Western New York.
Noel Sloboda is the author of the poetry collections Our Rarer
Monsters (sunnyoutside, 2013) and Shell Games (sunnyoutside,
2008) as well as several chapbooks. He has also authored a book
about Edith Wharton and Gertrude Stein. Sloboda teaches at Penn
State York and serves as dramaturg for the Harrisburg Shakespeare
Company.

Shaun O'Dell's work—which includes drawings, paintings,
videos, music, and sculpture—explores the intertwining realities of
chaos and order. He has exhibited his work at many venues
worldwide. He earned his MFA from Stanford University and was
the recipient of the 2009 Tournesol Award. O'Dell is co-organizer
of The New New Masses, a lecture series on art and politics, and
THE SOMETHING, an improvisational multimedia performance
that promotes collective inquiry.
Renny Pritikin has published three books of poetry, most recently
How We Talk from POD Press. He is a contemporary art curator
and art writer based in Oakland, who has been curator at New
Langton Arts, Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, and the Nelson
Gallery at UC Davis.
Jared Schickling is the author of several BlazeVOX books,
including ATBOAGFPOPASASBIFL: Irritations, Excrement &
Wipes (2013) and The Pink (2012), and the chapbook Prospectus
for a Stage (LRL Textile Series, 2013). A critical work, “The
Paranoid Reader: 2006-2012,” is forthcoming (Furniture Press).
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